We proposed a new sequence sketching technique named k-mer substring space decomposition (kssd), which sketches sequences via k-mer substring space sampling instead of local-sensitive hashing. Kssd is more accurate and faster for resemblance estimation than other sketching methods developed so far. Notably, kssd is robust even when two sequences are of very different sizes. For containment analysis, kssd slightly outperformed mash screen--its closest competitor--in accuracy, while took testing datasets of 110,535 times less space occupation and consumed 2,523 times less CPU time than mash screen--suggesting kssd is suite for quick containment analysis for almost the entire omics datasets deposited in NCBI. We detailed the kssd algorithm, provided proofs of its statistical properties and discussed the roots of its superiority, limitations and future directions. Kssd is freely available under an Apache License, Version 2.0 (https://github.com/yhg926/public_kssd) Up to this manuscript is composing, the size of NCBI SRA database alone has reached to 30 peta base-pairs, the number is seemly will grow exponentially in the near future [1]. Additionally, the continuously emerging independent projects such as The Cancer Genome Atlas [2], 1000 Genomes [3], Human Microbiome Project [4],
To address the latter question, we here propose a new sequence sketching technique named k-mer substring space decomposition (kssd) which use random k-mer substring space sampling (see Methods) instead of minhash or more generally local-sensitive hashing [15] for sequences sketching. Kssd sketches both sequences-mixtures and references and can effectively estimate the distances using sketches even if they are of very different sizes.
Conventionally, sketching technique is used to measure the extents of the two kinds of relationships-resemblance and containment, which capture the notions of "roughly the same" and "roughly contained" for two sequences (or documents), respectively [13] ; more specifically, the resemblance captures the distance/similarity of two sequence of similar sizes, whereas the containment captures the distance/similarity of two sequence of very different sizes. Here we examine the performances of kssd and minhash-based sketching methods w.r.t.
both resemblance-and containment-estimation.
Results

Accuracy of resemblance estimation
To compare the accuracy of resemblance estimation of kssd with other sketching methods, we evolved a reference genome in-silico with 600 pre-defined mutation rates range from 0.001 to 0.60 with stepwise increase of 0.001 (use an in-house script, see supplementary file 1 for the dataset) which were served as ground truths hereafter. The mutants were divided into closely-related group and distantly-related group (with mutation rate 0.001 ~ 0.3 and 0.301 ~ 0.60, respectively). The mutation distances between the reference and its mutants were estimated then by kssd and two other sketching methods mash and bindash, with variated k-mer lengths and sketch-sizes. The Pearson correlation-coefficient of the ground truths and the estimates was adopted as the accuracy-measurement ( Figure 1A, B ).
The results show clear stratifications w.r.t. k-settings, where close k (20 vs. 21) yield generally similar curves whereas distant k (16 vs. 20, 21) yield dissimilar curves. When the sketch-size is relative smaller, using shorter k (16 here) is more accurate than longer k (20, 21 here); but when the sketch-size is larger (larger than 10, 240 and 42,112 in closely-related group and distantly-related group, respectively), using longer k is more accurate ( Figure 1A, B ). However, for the sake of efficiency, sketching technique rarely use sketch-size greater than 10,000, so the shorter k is preferred. Given the same k-settings (k =16 or 20), kssd outperforms both mash and bindash on both groups, especially when the sketch-size is small (84, 1,268 and 21,077), where the accuracy of kssd is on par with that of mash/bindash with doubled sketch-size ( Figure 1 ).
Accuracy of containment estimation
To compare kssd with mash screen for the accuracy of containment estimation, we benchmarked kssd by the same approach used by Ondov et al. [14] , where a constitutes-known synthetic microbiome community (referred as the shakya dataset, see supplemental file 2 for the 64 known constitutes), was adopted as the testing dataset [14] . Notably, due to sample contaminations, the real shakya dataset (accession: SRR606249) contains also exogenous genomes that are not included in the 64 known constitutes [16] , and the contaminations could be revealed by comparing to the simulated shakya dataset that consisted of only the short-reads from the 64 known constitutes (served as the contamination-free control, see simulation method in [14] ). However, Ondov et al. did not provide the exact list of the references they used, so we took as references the latest NCBI prokaryotic assembly which consisted of 138,743 genomes (see supplement file 2 for the summary) instead of the 82,086 genomes of Ondov et al.
Given the references, the containment-measurements (namely, the aaf-distance of kssd and the containmentscore of mash screen, see Equation 5 and [14] for the respective definitions) of each reference to the real-and the simulated-shakya datasets were plotted against the minimum of the distances of this reference to the 64 known constitutes (referred as the minimum reference-to-constitutes distance hereafter, Figure 2 ). The Fig. 3 in the paper of Ondov et al. [14] were faithfully reproduced ( Figure 2 , 2 nd row), though we used more references here. The kssd containment-analysis ( Figure 2 , 1 st row) conveys almost the same information with that of mash screen, where the data points are biased due to the same low-abundance constitutes (Figure 2 , circled in purple) and the same contaminations ( Figure 2 , circled in orange and red). However, the data points for mash screen get increasingly discrete with the increase of the minimum reference-to-constitutes distance (x-axis) or the decrease of containment-score (y-axis) due to its sketch-size is fixed. In contrast, the data points for kssd are continuous with the change of x and y, which is more realistic. Since kssd estimates the distance (Equation 5) whereas mash screen estimates the identity between the reference and the shakya dataset, the containmentmeasurement of kssd is positively correlated with the minimum reference-to-constitutes distance whereas that of mash screen is negatively correlated. Therefore, we used the absolute correlation-coefficients for accuracy comparison. Both the kssd and the mash screen containment-measurements are correlated well with the minimum reference-to-constitutes distances less than 0.15, but kssd slightly outperforms mash screen, where the absolute correlation-coefficients of kssd for the simulated-and the real-shakya dataset are 0.9869 and 0.9611, respectively, and of mash screen are 0.9808 and 0.9592, respectively.
Notably, kssd took as queries the sketches of the shakya datasets combined of only 580Kbytes--110,535 times less space occupation than that of mash screen which took the raw datasets combined of 52Gbytes. Moreover, kssd took only 23.5 CPU minutes for the raw dataset sketching and 3 CPU seconds for the containment estimation, whereas mash screen took totally 126 CPU minutes for screening and the containment estimation.
There is no need for kssd to sketch the raw datasets again for the containment-analysis for new references whereas mash screen would take another 126 CPU minutes for another 138,743 new references, which is likely happen in the near future since the NCBI Refseq database is growing rapidly [17] , meaning the asymptotic time-consumption of kssd is only 1 2523 of that of mash screen (3 CPU seconds vs. 126 CPU minutes). Such a high space-and time-efficiency of kssd should enable building a sketch database for almost all the short-read datasets deposited in NCBI for fast containment-analysis.
Computational efficiency
We also tested the time-complexities of kssd, mash and bindash using a dataset consisted of 100K bacteria reference genomes under a 12-cores machine. It took 10531, 19094 and 328835 CPU seconds for kssd, bindash and Mash, respectively and took 933, 11,335 and 27,600 elapsed seconds for kssd, bindash and mash, respectively ( Figure 3A and B) to complete the all pairwise distance computation. Therefore, kssd is 12 times and 30 times faster than bindash and mash respectively while using same number of threads (12 threads here).
The comparison of time-complexity was conducted using similar sketch-size (1,780 and 2,048 for kssd/mash and bindash, respectively), as illustrated in Figure 1 , kssd can achieved similar accuracies by using only half of the sketch-sizes of mash/bindash. Therefore, kssd could outperform mash/bindash even more under the accuracy criterion.
Discussion
We showed in this manuscript that kssd has greater accuracy and computational efficiency versus minhash sketching methods, and notably, kssd distance estimation is robust even when two sequences are of very different sizes. Mash screen estimates containment-coefficients from the raw data of the sequences-mixtures, whereas kssd estimates from the sketches which are hundreds of thousands of times smaller. Such a high-efficient summarizing ability of kssd facilitates large-scale containment analysis. We illuminated that the Jaccard-and the containment-coefficients estimated by kssd are essentially the sample proportions which are asymptotically gaussian distributed. Therefore, the standard deviations and 95% CIs could be resolved analytically (see Methods), which is not yet framed by other sketching methods. Kssd is also the only method able to decompose a k-mer set into a collection of mutual-exclusive sketches, which enables calculating the ground truth Jaccardand containment-coefficient even when fully loading of the whole k-mer set is restrained by the memory limitation.
Kssd first selects k-mers and then maps the selected k-mers to integers one-to-one using a pre-determined recoding scheme. This process is reversible and could be seen as a special hash function that has no hash-collision (namely, two different k-mers are mapped to the same integer). In contrast, other sketching methods typically first hash from the whole k-mers space to a much smaller integers space, which caused hash-collision, before the hashes are selected for sketching. Since the final sketch would be smaller than the integers space, sketching methods like kssd putting k-mers selection before hashing could avoid hash-collision. Hash-collision, usually infrequent though, would increase the variation of the Jaccard-or containment-coefficient estimates. Thanks to the resolution of the hash-collision, kssd acquires its superior accuracy over other methods.
Though kssd possess the above-mentioned merits, there are still limitations: Firstly, Kssd loses its efficiency when searching individual-gene-or small-virus-references contained in sequences-mixtures, since these sequences are too short to be dimensionality-reduced further to an informative sketch [14] . And kssd requires the sequences-mixtures to be dimensionality-reduced with the same rate with the references, so the sequencesmixtures cannot be dimensionality-reduced either. We suggest the references should be at least 10K base-pairs, so that the lowest-level sketches (with 16 folds of dimensionality-reduction) would still be informative enough for effective distance estimation. For single-gene searching, the tool BIGSI [18] would be a more suitable choice, and for numerous small-virus genomes searching, mash screen would be better. Secondly, in current version of kssd implementation, the choices for the dimensionality-reduction rate are restricted to 16 n (n ranges from 0 to 2 , where k is k-mer length and kssd only work with even k), which prevents fine-tuning of the dimensionalityreduction rate. In addition, kssd currently cannot handling amino-acid sequences and 10X genomic single-cell sequences, and cannot overlapping single-molecular-long-reads (the latter two require sketching multiple sequences in a single file individually). Extensions including these functionalities are our future directions.
Another important direction is to estimate directly from the sketch the abundance of each reference contained.
Though it is easy to tracking in sketch the k-mer occurrences from the sequences-mixture, the relationship between the k-mer occurrences and the abundance of each reference contained is complicated, since other genomes contained may also contribute to the k-mer occurrences thus confounding abundance estimation.
However, the relationship is not totally chaotic, it is evidenced that there is clear average nucleotide identity (ANI) boundary (ANI = 95%) between two difference prokaryotic species [19] , which means roughly 5% or larger genome regions are species-specific, thus the k-mer occurrences of these regions are not or much less confounded by other species and probably reflect the truth abundance. Therefore, a robust inferring of speciesspecific k-mer occurrences would be the key for sketch-based abundance estimation.
Though minhash sketching was introduced for omics-data handling recently, it has long history of development that initially used for detecting similar web pages and clustering documents [13] . In contrary, kssd was introduced first time in this study, but we speculate that a modified version of kssd can perform tasks like documents clustering or similar web pages detection as well. After all, the documents, webpages content and DNA are essentially all sequences but with a different alphabet set.
Methods
The main idea
The kssd idea originated from the naive sketching method of sampling k-mers directly from the sequence as its sketch. However, such a sketching method is ill-suited for distance estimation since the two sketches S(A) and S(B) are probably drawn from two unrelated regions of two genome A and B. Therefore, they have very few shared k-mers (with a Jaccard-coefficient approximate to 0), even when A and B are nearly identical ( Figure 4A ).
Notwithstanding its naivety, this thought inspired us the idea of k-mer space sampling--Firstly, a subset of kmers s, termed k-mer subspace, is drawn randomly from k-mer space S (namely the collection of all possible string of length k defined in a given alphabet set Σ); then the sketch of any given sequence is built by overlapping which is an unrealistic resource demand. To address this, we generalized k-mer space sampling/shuffling to kmer substring space sampling/shuffling (kssd)--where a substring of the k-mer is selected according to a predefined pattern, so that we can use k-mer substring space sampling/shuffling instead of whole k-mer space sampling/shuffling ( Figure 5 ). In this way, the computational complexity is dramatically reduced.
Mathematical characterization of kssd method
k-mer substring selection pattern, k-mer substring space sampling/shuffling and sketching
A k-mer substring selection pattern (kssp) p is a '01' string of length k, by which the letters at the 1s of the given k-mer (or k-mer set) K are concatenated, termed as the p-selected-K-substring(s) and denoted by p 1 (K), and the letters at 0s are also concatenated, termed as p-unselected-K-substring(s) and denoted by p 0 (K). The weight of p, denotated by w, is the number of 1s in p (also the length of p 1 (K)). Given alphabet set and weight w, the k-mer substring space S is the collection of all length w strings defined in , thus has dimensionality |S| = | | (we view each element in S as a dimension). S is first Fisher-Yates shuffled [20] and then partitioned into N subspaces of equal size, denoted by s1, s2, …, sN; for computational convenience, we choose = | | , where m could be any positive integer ≤ w, so that |s| = | | w-m (s ∈ { s1, s2, …, sN }) , and the dimensions of s could be represented by lexically-ordered strings of length w-m ( Figure 5A ).
Let A be a k-mer set, the subset R(A) = {K|K ∈ A, p 1 (K) ∈ s} is mapped to sketch S(A) as follow: for each k-mer K∈ ( ), the p-selected-K-substring p 1 (K) is recoded by the lexical order of its dimension in the subspace s, denoted by s(p 1 (K)), then the p-unselected-K-substring p 0 (K) and the string s(p 1 (K)) are concatenated into the new string p 0 (K)s(p 1 (K)), which has length of k-m ( Figure 5B ). This k-mer recoding scheme could be summarized by the function r(K) = p 0 (K)s(p 1 (K)), and the overall sketching process could be summarized by:
( ) = ( ( )) = { 0 ( ) ( 1 ( )) | ∈ , 1 ( ) ∈ } (1)
kssd distance
The Jaccard-and the containment-coefficients for a k-mer sets pair (A, B) are estimated by:
and
respectively. ̂ and ̂ could be further converted to mash-and aaf-distances by
and ̂ = -1 (̂) xcxcx (5) respectively; both the mash-and aaf-distances estimate the mutation distance between A and B [10, 21] .
Statistics properties of kssd
Due to the nature of Fisher-Yates shuffle [20] , subspace s and sketch S(A) are an unbiased sampling (without replacement) of space S and the recoded k-mer set r(A), respectively; and we have |r(A)| = |A|, since the k-mer recoding function r is injective. Thus, we have:
namely, the expected rate of dimensionality-reduction is 1 for sketch S(A).
For two k-mer sets A and B, we have:
and similarly, we have: 
similarly, we have:
which means ̂ and ̂ are unbiased estimates of J and C, respectively. Both ̂ and ̂ are essentially sample proportions, thus have asymptotical gaussian distribution N(,√̂ (1−̂) ) , np > 10, where ̂ = ̂, n = |S( ∪ )| or ̂ = ̂, n = min(|S( )|, |S( )|) when p = J or C, respectively. Therefore, the population standard deviation is given by
and the 95% confidence interval (CI) is [̂ -1.96√̂
(1−̂) , ̂ -1.96√̂
(1−̂)
]. The P-value is defined by:
Where the random variable z follows the standardized normal distribution. To account for multiple testing problem, Q-value Q is obtained by multiplying the P-value P by the total number of comparisons, for example, for x queries search against y references, Q = Pxy.
k-mer set decomposition.
By applying Equation 1 532with subspace s1, s2, ..., sN individually, k-mer set A can be decomposed into a collection of sketches d(A) = {S1(A), S2(A), ..., SN(A)}, respectively. Since {s1, s2, ..., sN} is a partition of k-mer substring space S, we have ⋃ =1 = S and s i ∩ s j = Ø, for 1 ≤ i ≤ and 1 ≤ j ≤ , therefore,
Thus, we have:
The above conversion from A to d(A) is termed as A decomposition and sketches S 1 (A) ... S N (A) are termed as the components of A. Based on Equations 7-8,17 the ground truth Jaccard-coefficient J and containmentcoefficient C of two k-mer sets A and B could be recovered by:
respectively. Equation 18-19 allow estimating the intersection and union of A and B component by component,
where each component take only 1 memory of the k-mer set, which is particularly useful when ground truth J and C is needed in a memory-limited computer.
k-mer length
The optimal k-mer length for alignment-free sequences comparisons is roughly (but not strictly) framed by the Equation S2 in our previous work [22] , namely :
where g is the genome-size, and m is the allowed upper bound of the probability of random k-mer hitting (two k-mers are identical due to coincidence of random combination) which typically ranges from 0.001 to 0.01.
Equation 20
is proposed under the considerations that k should be long enough to ensure k-mer uniqueness, while should be as short as possible to hold sensitivity [22] . It yields k = 16 for bacterial or smaller genomes, k = 20 or 22 for metagenomics/mammals' or larger genomes and k = 18 for other genomes in-between. There is no necessary to use k > 22 and kssd avoids to do so to prevent k-mer substring space overflow (since the size of kmer substring space is proportional to that of k-mer space by default).
Implementation
k-mer substring space sampling/shuffling is implemented by the subcommand shuffle, for example:
kssd shuffle -k 9 -s 6 -l 3 -o out this command will generate a file named 'out.shuf' which keeps the shuffled k-mer substring space, this file would then took as input for sequences sketching or decomposition. In current version kssd 1.0, users have no need to set kssp by himself, since kssd using an internal symmetric kssp '(0)n(1)2m(0)n', where n and 2m are the lengths of 0 or 1, respectively. Users need only to choose half-length of k (here set by -k 9) and half-length of k-mer substring (m, here set by -s 6). Such a design simplifies the k-mer substring selection step. The rate of dimensionality-reduction is controlled by -l, for this example which uses -l 3 will have an expected rate of dimensionality-reduction rate 16 3 . For decomposition purpose set -l 0.
To sketch/decompose reference sequences, just run: To sketch/decompose query sequences, make sure using the same '.shuf' file with the references, and just run:
kssd dist -o <qry_outdir> -L out.shuf|<ref_outdir>/default.shuf <query files dir> it will generate a database of query-sketches in folder qry_outdir/qry. Then we can perform all queries versus all references comparisons by:
To compare references to themselves, just run:
then the distance will output to the 'distance' file in the folder <outdir>.
Supplementary Files
ResemblanceAccuracyExperiment
The testing data sets, script, the shuffled k-mer substring space file (.shuf file), the detailed workflow (README.md) to generate Figure 1 and the source data of Figure 1 . to match k, we also run mash and bindash with k = 16 in addition to the default k settings, but kssd takes only even k, so we also run with k = 20 to variate k. Due to different sketching mechanism, mash and bindash take as parameter the sketch-size of continuous integers and multiples of 64, respectively; but sketch-size is not a parameter of kssd and can only counted from the sketch file. To match sketch-sizes as closely as possible, we first sketched the reference using kssd with dimensionality-reduction levels n = {4, 3, 2, 1, 0} and obtained the sketch-sizes sk = {84, 1268, 21077, 337277, 5236120}, respectively; we got the nearest multiples of 64 of sk (the parenthesized values) and interpolated with their 2-, 4-and 8-fold sketch-sizes to obtain the sketchsizes parameter sb for bindash; and we merged sk and the interpolated points of sb to obtain the sketch-size parameter sm for mash. Mash with k=20, 21 at sketch-size 5236120 is not shown due to the running error.
ContainmentAccuracyExperiment Figure Legends
Bindash with k=20, 21 at sketch-size 64 and 128 on distantly-related group are not shown due to the estimates lacking of variation for correlation.
Figure 2 accuracy of containment-measurements.
x-axis indicates the minimum reference-to-constitutes distance computed by kssd (1 st row or blue) or mash (2 nd row or red), and y-axis indicates the reference-tomixture containment-measurement (aaf-distance or containment-score for kssd or mash screen, respectively).
The decimals below the data points are the correlation-coefficients of the plot controlling x < 0.15. The 1 st and 2 nd columns are the plots of the simulated and the real shakya datasets, respectively. On the real shakya datasets, the data points biased from expect due to low abundance constitutes are circled in purple, and those biased due to two different contaminations are circled in orange and red. , respectively.
